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Cornerstone. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Secret Chamber, Patrick
Woodhead, People have been disappearing in what the explorer Stanley called the black heart of
Africa - the impenetrable forests of northern Congo. But when a brilliant young English doctor
vanishes, alarm bells really start to ring. Intelligence chief Jack Milton sends a message to his
godson Luca Matthews ("The Forbidden Temple" hero) in the Himalayas asking him to go to Africa
and find Joshua. Reluctantly Luca obeys, but he is no longer the man he once was, traumatised by
his part in the death of his best friend, his legendary climbing nerve shot to pieces. Meanwhile in
Africa, mining troubleshooter and brilliant flying pilot, Beatrice (Bear) Makuru, also wants to brave
the northern wilderness. Coltan is the mineral without which no mobile phone or computer would
work. Explosions have been wrecking coltan mines. Bear needs to find out why. Her journey with
Luca to Africa's black heart is the beginning of an utterly terrifying sequence of events, uncovering a
secret so simple yet so startling that it could rock the foundations of the civilised world.
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Reviews
This pdf is fantastic. It typically is not going to price too much. You will not truly feel monotony at at any time of your own time (that's what catalogs are
for about if you request me).
-- Leslie Reing er
This composed book is fantastic. it absolutely was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am very happy to explain how this is the very best ebook i actually
have read during my own existence and may be he best pdf for actually.
-- Pr of. Elody D'Amor e
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